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ADHD



If I had a dollar for every 

time I got distracted, 

I wish I had a puppy.
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“Attention is the primary 

gatekeeper of learning and so the 

ultimate commodity of our 

classrooms. A large part of our job 

as teachers is to harness and direct 

attention.“
Peps Mccrea – Institute for Teaching

Especially  when you have students whose 

difficulty includes a lack of attention and 

focus.
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https://mobile.twitter.com/PepsMccrea
https://mobile.twitter.com/PepsMccrea


Simulation 

Warning – sensory overload 
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Activity – Copy from the board

Swap e for i and i for e 

Swap u for a and a for u

Background

The purpose of this study was to provide a more comprehensive evaluation of Reading 

Recovery in U.S. schools by using meta-analytic procedures. The meta-analysis allowed 

inclusion of many studies not considered in previous Reading Recovery review because 

of narrower guidelines. The study included two analyses: Analysis 1 included 36 studies, 

regardless of apparent quality, and Analysis 2 examined the 11 more rigorous studies 

that provided pretest and posttest scores from treatment and comparison groups. Results 

of the two separate analyses were compared to determine if study quality influenced the 

overall conclusions regarding the impact of Reading Recovery. By developing norm-

referenced means and standard deviations for two distinct comparison groups, authors 

were able to assess discontinued and nondiscontinued Reading Recovery students’ test 

scores on multiple measures and at multiple points in time. (In Reading Recovery, the 

discontinued category means students who have successfully completed lessons.)
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It doesn’t exist8

Credit: Caroline Kee



Impulsivity Self regulation Focus (too much too little) 

Credit: Caroline Kee
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Organisation Sequencing Executive Function 

Random

Credit: Caroline Kee
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Attention Fidgets Shouts Out Changes focus 

Credit: Caroline Kee
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With this 

information, 

what can help?
Scenarios 

In groups of 4, 

talk about a, b, c and d.
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a. Tania comes in and appears ‘hyper’.  You’ve seen this before, you can just 

tell.  Behaviours will be – shouting out, answering back, laughing at you, 

throwing things and generally being loud.  

b. John is working on something quite difficult in your lesson.  You can tell he’s 

getting agitated, he’s puffing and sighing but he is trying to work it out.  He 

shouts out to another student ‘shut up I’m trying to concentrate’, the other 

student laughs and continues to talk.  John stands up rapidly, shoves his chair 

out the way and tells the other student to ‘*** off’ then walks out of the room.

c. Graham is working really hard, you can tell when you watch him.  When you 

check is work however it is not what you’ve asked him to do.  

d. Janice is your tutee. She is on a last warning before getting excluded.  She 

comes to you in a fluster at lunchtime and says she urgently needs to talk to 

you.  It turns out she was caught by the canteen staff stealing a bottle of water 

for her friend who didn’t have enough money.  She’d paid for her water and 

food.  She’s upset as she knows this could mean exclusion.



Plan using a subject you want 

to teach

Key words/facts 
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Mind dump 

▹Write on post-its/

Index cards
(useful to be able to

move it around)

Stick them on the 

walls with a 

beginning (intro), 

middle (2 paras) and T

end (conclusion) 
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his Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

http://www.crookedbrains.net/2008/04/creativity-with-post-its.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Literacy doughnut 

▹Prioritising

▹V. important in the middle

▹Not so in the next section

▹Great but less important on the outer

circle
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Structure Strips 23



Strategies24

Headphones

Laptops, not just for 
weak literacy but to be 
able to cut and paste 

and move around – use 
ReadAloud for 
proofreading.

Consider grouping.
Clear and closed 

activities – slow writing.

Writing frames. 

Modelling. Sentence strips.

Time.

Visual notetaking – Dual 
Coding.



Visual notetaking25



Slow Writing

 Your first sentence must start with a present participle 

(that’s a verb ending in ‘ing’).

 Your second sentence must contain only three words. 

 Your third sentence must contain a semi-colon.

 Your fourth sentence must be a rhetorical question.

 Your fifth sentence will start with an adverb(ly).

 Your sixth sentence will contain a simile.

Taken from The Learning Spy 
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Oliver Caviglioli – HOW2



Active Listening 

Each group has a different thing to listen 

out for.  They will be asked to feedback.
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Active anything!

▹Reading a piece of ▹Writing actively 

text (slow writing)

▹Spelling  

▹Resting (seriously!)
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30 THANKS
Any questions?
You can find us at

www.driveryouthtrust.com

info@driveryouthtrust.com 

0203 897 0341

@DriverTrust
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